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Non-redox-active lipoate derivates disrupt cancer cell
mitochondrial metabolism and are potent
anticancer agents in vivo
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Abstract We report the analysis of CPI-613, the first
member of a large set of analogs of lipoic acid (lipoate)
we have investigated as potential anticancer agents. CPI-
613 strongly disrupts mitochondrial metabolism, with
selectivity for tumor cells in culture. This mitochondrial
disruption includes activation of the well-characterized,
lipoate-responsive regulatory phosphorylation of the E1α
pyruvate dehydrogenase (PDH) subunit. This phosphoryla-
tion inactivates flux of glycolysis-derived carbon through
this enzyme complex and implicates the PDH regulatory
kinases (PDKs) as a possible drug target. Supporting this
hypothesis, RNAi knockdown of the PDK protein levels
substantially attenuates CPI-613 cancer cell killing. In both

cell culture and in vivo tumor environments, the observed
strong mitochondrial metabolic disruption is expected to
significantly compromise cell survival. Consistent with this
prediction, CPI-613 disruption of tumor mitochondrial
metabolism is followed by efficient commitment to cell
death by multiple, apparently redundant pathways, including
apoptosis, in all tested cancer cell lines. Further, CPI-613
shows strong antitumor activity in vivo against human non-
small cell lung and pancreatic cancers in xenograft models
with low side-effect toxicity.

Keywords Cancer . Metabolism .Mitochondria . Lipoic
acid . PDH

Introduction

Development of more effective anticancer agents is
expected to be aided greatly by recognizing the hallmarks
of this disease most propitious as targets [1]. One especially
attractive potential target set is cancer cell metabolism, well
known to be extensively and characteristically altered in
major tumor types [reviewed in 2–8].

In view of their scope and ubiquity, cancer-specific
metabolic changes may present multiple targets for poten-
tially selective and potent anticancer agents with broad
spectrum efficacy. Moreover, the anticancer effects
(and side-effect toxicities) of agents targeting metabolism
are expected to be mechanistically independent of those of
current chemotherapies. The challenge is to identify viable
approaches to capitalize upon these unique therapeutic
opportunities.

Studies of cancer metabolism often focus on elevated
glycolysis and reduced pyruvate dehydrogenase (PDH)
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activity. Nonetheless, persistence of significant PDH activity
is vital to cancer cell survival, including for lipid biosynthesis
and other functions [4–8]. Figure 1a diagrams selected
elements of mitochondrial metabolism, including the PDH
complex, a major supplier of acetyl-CoA to the tricarboxylic
acid (TCA) cycle. Specifically, PDH introduces glycolysis-
derived pyruvate into the cycle where it can be oxidized to
support ATP generation or its carbon diverted to anabolism.
Anabolic diversion of TCA cycle intermediates requires
additional replenishment of the cycle from other sources
(anaplerosis). Glutamine conversion to TCA cycle interme-
diate alpha-ketoglutarate, introduced to the TCA cycle
through the alpha-ketoglutarate dehydrogenase complex
(KGDH), is an example of such anaplerosis.

PDH is one of only four enzymes using covalently
joined lipoate as a catalytic cofactor. The other three
enzymes using lipoate as a cofactor are KGDH, the
branched chain oxo-acid dehydrogenase complex,
BCOADH, and the glycine cleavage system, GCV [9–11].
All four of these enzymes are found exclusively in the
mitochondrial matrix. Moreover, KGDH is a TCA cycle
enzyme, while BCOADH feeds amino acid-derived carbon
into the TCA cycle.

Of these four lipoate-containing enzymes, PDH is
uniquely central to mitochondrial carbon flow and its
regulation is especially well understood. Moreover, the
mechanisms involved in PDH regulation are unique to this
complex among the four lipoate enzymes. Figure 1b
illustrates the intermediates cyclically formed by covalently
bound lipoate (lipoamide) during PDH catalysis. The
relative levels of these catalytic intermediates reflect the
saturation state of the enzyme [reviewed in 12–15].
Figure 1c shows a cartoon of how lipoate catalytic
intermediates are thought to manage flux through the
PDH complex, with high levels of the acyl and/or reduced
lipoamide (indicating high PDH saturation) stimulating the
PDH kinases (PDKs) to inactivate the E1α PDH compo-
nent by phosphorylation. These phosphorylation events
block pyruvate entry into the complex [12–14]. Moreover,
small, free lipoate-containing moieties can modulate these
PDH regulatory processes in the purified enzyme in vitro
[reviewed in 13, 14].

The work of a number of investigators has defined the
extensive reconfiguration of this lipoate-sensitive PDH
regulatory machinery during malignant transformation.
Four PDKs (PDK-1–4) regulate PDH by E1α phosphory-
lation and each PDK has distinct regulatory properties,
including its response to lipoate intermediates [reviewed in
15, 16]. Moreover, at least two of the PDKs, PDK-1 and
PDK-3, are up-regulated in response to the HIF pathway
and often display substantially elevated levels in cancer cell
lines and tumor biopsies [7, 17–22]. Thus, the lipoate-
responsive PDK regulatory components of the PDH

complex are substantially altered in tumor cells relative to
the corresponding normal cell machinery and the reaction
of tumor cell PDH to lipoate status is likely to be
significantly changed.

These known cancer-specific changes are likely to reflect
a larger body of tumor alterations in PDH regulation, as yet
uncharacterized. Moreover, it is possible, though currently
unexplored, that some or all of the other three lipoate-
containing enzymes are also regulated differently in tumor
cells than in normal cells.

Thus, lipoate occupies a unique position in cancer
biology. In addition to its catalytic roles, it is a regulatory
molecule with a small, specific repertoire of mitochondrial
functions, including modulation of at least one key
metabolic enzyme whose lipoate-sensitive regulation is
remodeled in cancer cells. Further, it is plausible that these
and other lipoate-dependent regulatory functions can be
manipulated by exogenously supplied molecules.

These observations suggest that systemically delivered
lipoate analogs might selectively disrupt cancer mitochon-
drial metabolism, potentially resulting in cancer cell death.
We report a series of results strongly supporting this
hypothesis and indicating that a specific lipoate analog,
CPI-613, represents a potentially useful new anticancer
agent.

Materials and methods

CPI-613 chemistry

CPI-613 was synthesized from D,L lipoate. Synthetic
details, NMR structure confirmation, and purity informa-
tion are in Electronic supplementary material.

Cells

Cells were obtained from ATCC or commercial providers
(Electronic supplementary material). All experiments were
initiated at cell densities of ca. 50% confluence. Except, as
noted, all experiments were performed with NCI-H460
NSCLC human tumor cells.

Fig. 1 Lipoate-containing enzyme, pyruvate dehydrogenase (PDH), is
central to cancer mitochondrial metabolism and metabolic regulation and
CPI-613 resembles PDH lipoate catalytic intermediates with regulatory
function. a Illustrates selected details of the TCA cycle. PDH channels
glucose-derived carbon (pyruvate) into the TCA cycle, supporting
production of ATP and biosynthetic intermediates. b Illustrates the
cyclic acetylation/reduction of lipoate during its catalytic functions in
the PDH complex. c Depicts lipoate (lipoamide)-sensitive regulation of
the PDH complex. Acylation–reduction state of lipoate modulates PDH
activity by regulating PDKs that inactivate the PDH E1α subunit by
phosphorylation. d Shows biogenic lipoate catalytic intermediates and
the CPI-613 lipoate analog

�
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Tumor growth inhibition studies

Studies used CD1-Nu/Nu female mice inoculated with
tumor cells on the dorsal flank and treated by intraperito-
neal injection of drug as described in the legend to Fig. 7
and Electronic supplementary material. All studies were
carried out according to Stony Brook University Institu-
tional Animal Care and Use Committee (IACUC) standards
for ethical treatment of animals.

Cell death assays

For most assessments of cell viability CellTiter-Glo assay
(Promega), based on total cellular ATP levels, was used at
times sufficiently long not to be confounded by early,
reversible CPI-613-induced reduction in ATP levels
(typically 24 h in pyruvate medium and 36–48 h in glucose
medium; see, Fig. 3a–c).

Membrane permeable, esterase-sensitive methyl pyru-
vate (Sigma) was used to deliver pyruvate as a carbon
source. Quantifying execution of different cell death
pathways in Fig. 6 employed preferential DAPI uptake
by dying cells and resulting stained nuclear morphology.
See text and Electronic supplementary material for
additional details.

ATP assay

Cells were plated in 12-well plates at 200,000 cells/well or
35-mm dishes at 250,000 cells per dish. Medium was
replaced 18–25 h later with fresh medium containing drug
solvent (dimethylformamide) with or without drug for time
intervals and at drug concentrations as indicated in the
figures in the main text (cell viability and integrity was
assessed by recovery of ATP levels after drug withdrawal
and by trypan blue exclusion in selected cases). ATP was
measured using CellTiter-Glo luminescence assay (Promega)
according to manufacturer's directions. All measurements
were performed in triplicate and showed high consistency.
Mean±standard error of the mean (SEM) were calculated
and graphically presented (SigmaPlot). Methyl pyruvate
medium in Figs. 3 and 4 consisted of RPMI without glucose
(Invitrogen), supplemented with 10% dialyzed fetal bovine
serum, 5 mM HEPES (pH 7.4) and 10 mM methyl pyruvate.
The matched glucose medium was conventional RPMI
(Invitrogen).

E1α phosphorylation

Cell lysates were processed using the Zoom Benchtop
proteomics system (Invitrogen). Filter transfers were
assayed with commercial Abs (Invitrogen and EMD). See
Electronic supplementary material for additional details.

CO2 release through carbon source oxidation

Oxidative release of carbons as carbon dioxide from
glucose was assayed by filter capture as described in [23]
with minor modifications. See Electronic supplementary
material for additional details.

JC-1 potentiometric dye measurement of mitochondrial
membrane potential

The dye JC-1 (5,5,6,6-tetrachloro-1,1,3,3-tetraethylbenzimida-
zolylcarbocyanine iodide) was used to measure mitochondrial
membrane potential essentially as described in [24]. This dye
is imported into mitochondria in a potential dependent
manner. As the dye concentrates in mitochondria it forms
aggregates which fluoresce red (590 nM). When the dye is
released from depolarized mitochondria it is diluted in the
cytosol and forms monomers fluorescing green (485 nM).
FACS measurement of the red/green fluorescence spectrum of
treated cells allows direct measurement of mitochondrial
membrane potential. See Electronic supplementary material
for additional details.

RNAi PDK knockdowns

H460 cells were transfected with a mixture of siRNAs
against all four PDKs or scrambled sequence control for
12 h and treated with 200 μM CPI-613 for an additional
17 h followed by analysis of cell death as above. Levels of
PDK protein knockdown were determined by Western
analysis as described in Electronic supplementary material.

Statistical analysis

All data were expressed as mean±SEM. Data were
analyzed by ANOVA (mouse studies) or Students t test.
P values≤0.05 were considered significant.

Results

Lipoate derivative, CPI-613, efficiently kills tumor cells
in culture

CPI-613 is a lipoate derivative synthesized to be catalyti-
cally inert but to potentially mimic lipoate catalytic
intermediates (Fig. 1d). CPI-613, but not the parental
lipoate compound, efficiently kills every tumor cell line
we have tested in the dose range examined (Fig. 2a–c).
Moreover, diverse tested normal cells are significantly less
sensitive to CPI-613 (Fig. 2b).

The series of tumor cell lines listed in Fig. 2c carry an
array of different oncogene mutations as indicated, as well
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as diverse mutational alterations in cell death machinery
[reviewed in 25]. These genetic changes apparently produce
differences in sensitivity to traditional agents, including
taxanes, of several orders of magnitude, while CPI-613
sensitivity varies only modestly (Fig. 2c).

CPI-613 strongly disrupts mitochondrial metabolism,
including inhibition of PDH function

Culturing cancer cells in medium replacing glucose, a
glycolytic substrate, with pyruvate, a mitochondrial sub-
strate, constrains them to carry out net ATP synthesis
through mitochondrial pathways, the TCA cycle and
oxidative phosphorylation. This modification has little
effect on the ultimate sensitivity of tested cancer cell lines

to CPI-613 killing (Fig. 2a). However, this change to
exclusively mitochondrial carbon sources has substantial
and informative effects on the kinetics of the CPI-613
response as follows.

When H460 human lung cancer cells are cultured in
medium containing pyruvate and glutamine as the predomi-
nant carbon sources, ATP levels are substantially reduced
within less than 60 min in response to CPI-613 treatment
(Fig. 3a). Moreover, this reduction in ATP levels is initially
reversible; a large majority of cells remain viable and recover
normal ATP levels if the drug is removed within 2 h (Fig. 3a;
Electronic supplementary material). After longer treatment
times, cells become irreversibly committed to death and
execute cell death as assessed by propidium uptake and
annexin staining (Fig. 3a; also see below).

Fig. 2 CPI-613 is selectively toxic for all tested tumor cells in culture.
a Shows representative examples of dose-response determinations for
cell killing by CPI-613 in H460 human lung cancer cells and Saos-2
human sarcoma cells in RPMI medium (glucose) or RPMI medium in
which glucose was replaced by pyruvate. Also shown is CPI-613
killing in the defined, low serum NHBC growth medium employed in
Fig. 3e. Albumin binds CPI-613 (unpublished results) and the potency
of CPI-613 is higher in this low serum medium. b Shows differences

in CPI-613 killing of matched pairs of tumor and normal (primary)
cells treated with drug near the EC50. *p<0.018; **p<0.001.
c Tabulates EC50s and selected details of tissue of origin, tumor type,
and genotype of tested cancer cells. Asterisk, information on mutations
compiled from the COSMIC data base http://www.sanger.ac.uk/
genetics/CGP/cosmic/; [31]. Dollar sign denotes gene is mutant in
cell line. Number sign [32]. Ampersand [33]
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Fig. 3 CPI-613 disrupts H460 cancer cell mitochondrial metabolism
including inhibition of PDH complex activity. a Shows reduction in
ATP levels and commitment to death in H460 cancer cells induced by
CPI-613 in pyruvate–glutamine medium. Solid lines are treatment for
indicated times. Dashed lines are the same treatment times followed
by 3 h of recovery in drug-free medium. At the bottom are the results
of FACS analysis of propidium iodide uptake and annexin staining
analysis of cell death (live cells in green-boxed quadrant). b Shows
induction of commitment to cell death as in panel a, except in glucose-
containing medium (RPMI). c Shows iodoacetate (IA) sensitization to

CPI-613 reduction in ATP levels in glucose medium assayed as in
panel a. d Diagrams radiolabeled glucose used in panel e. Red
circles indicate 14C label. Glucose C-3 and C-4 both become
pyruvate C-1 through glycolysis. e Shows oxidative release of 14C
as CO2 from C-3,4 labeled glucose catalyzed by PDH in H460 lung
cancer cells and NHBC normal bronchial epithelial cells. Both cell
lines were cultured in the low serum medium recommended for
NHBC cells, resulting in higher effective potency of CPI-613 (EC50

of ca. 50 μM, Fig. 2a)
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The more rapid onset of commitment to cell death in
pyruvate than in glucose (Fig. 3a and b) suggests that cell
death is pursuant to mitochondrial inhibition and that
shuttling of ATP and/or reducing potential from cytosolic
glycolysis into the mitochondrion [9] delays commitment to
cell death. Supporting this hypothesis, we observe that even
mild perturbation of glycolysis with low doses of the
glyceraldehyde phosphate dehydrogenase inhibitor, iodoa-
cetate, prevents glucose from forestalling CPI-induced early
reductions in ATP levels (Fig. 3c).

We used metabolic flux measurements to directly assess
the effects of CPI-613 on PDH activity, a potential
component of the drug's mitochondrial effects. The three
and four carbons of glucose become the one carbon of
pyruvate generated by glycolysis. The pyruvate one carbon
is released as carbon dioxide almost exclusively as a result
of PDH function (Fig. 1b). Thus, measuring carbon dioxide
release when cells are pulse-labeled with 3,4-14C glucose
allows assessment of PDH function [23] (Fig. 3d).

This 14CO2 release assay indicates that CPI-613 inhibits
PDH function in a time- and drug dose-dependent fashion
in tumor cells (Fig. 3e). Note that under these conditions
(glucose as a major carbon source) CPI-613 induces only
very limited cancer cell death during the 8-h assay interval
(Fig. 3b). Thus, this inhibition of PDH is likely to be an
acute effect of the drug, rather than a downstream
consequence of cell death commitment or execution.

Moreover, CPI-613 differentially inhibits PDH activity
in normal and tumor cells. Low doses of CPI-613 mildly
stimulate pyruvate oxidation in normal cells, with higher
doses producing only transient, reversible inhibition
(Fig. 3e).

Disruption of mitochondrial metabolism is accompanied
by loss of mitochondrial membrane potential ([24] and
references therein). Thus, if CPI-613 is disrupting tumor
cell mitochondrial metabolism, mitochondrial membrane
potential should decline. Figure 4 shows that CPI-613
significantly reduces mitochondrial membrane potential as
assessed by a JC-1 localization assay. Moreover, this loss of
membrane potential is initially reversible, becoming
irreversible later (Fig. 4b), concomitantly with commit-
ment to cell death (Fig. 3a).

CPI-613 induces extensive regulatory phosphorylation
of tumor cell PDH and RNAi knockdown of PDK protein
levels strongly attenuates drug induced cell death

Results in Fig. 3e indicate that cancer cell PDH function is
acutely inhibited by CPI-613. In view of the documented
lipoate-sensitive regulatory properties of the PDH complex,
one candidate for the basis of this effect is CPI-613
stimulation of PDK activity. PDK activation, in turn, results

in phosphorylation of the E1α subunit inactivating PDH
activity (Fig. 1c).

Fig. 4 CPI-613 treatment causes loss of mitochondrial membrane
potential as assessed by JC-1 mitochondrial uptake. a Shows represen-
tative data points from FACS analysis of mitochondrial depolarization in
H460 cells treated with CPI-613 for two different times in pyruvate–
glutamine medium. b Plots quantification of results of this assay. Note
rapid and initially reversible loss of mitochondrial membrane potential.
Recovery samples were incubated for 3 h in drug-free medium after
treatment, as in Fig. 3a. Results are representative of at least three
independent experiments. *p<0.04; **p<0.008
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At 3 h of drug treatment in glucose-containing medium,
80–90% of cells remain fully viable if drug is withdrawn
(Figs. 3b and 5d; Electronic supplementary material).
Under these same treatment conditions, E1α becomes
highly post-translationally modified as assessed by two-
dimensional Western gel analysis (Fig. 5a and b). This
timing indicates that PDH E1α post-translational modifica-
tion precedes commitment to cell death. Moreover, this
post-translational modification includes large increases in
the levels of all three major phospho-epitopes known to
result from PDK regulatory phosphorylation of PDH E1α
(Fig. 4c). Finally, this extensive CPI-613-induced phos-
phorylation of PDH E1α is selective for tumor cells
(Fig. 5b).

These observations suggest that CPI-613 interaction with
tumor cell-remodeled PDK regulatory phosphorylation may
be central to the cancer cell drug response. We tested this
possibility by knocking down PDK levels in H460 tumor
cells. Knockdowns of individual PDKs had only limited
effect (results not shown). However, concurrent knockdown
of all four PDKs produced very robust protection from
CPI-613 killing (Fig. 5e), indicating that PDKs are essential
for the tumor cell response to CPI-613.

CPI-613 induces multiple, redundant cell death pathways

Mitochondria are centrally involved in decision making for
various cell death pathways (see [26], for example).
Moreover, disruption of mitochondrial metabolism by
non-cancer selective agents has been widely reported to
produce cell death (see, for example, [27]). Thus, we
assessed the nature of the cell death pathways induced by
CPI-613 treatment.

Initially we observed apoptotic cell death in a
significant fraction of H460 cells, based on cell mor-
phology as well as regulatory cleavage of caspase-3 and
PARP (Fig. 6a and b and Supplemental Figure S1).
However, blockage of apoptotic pathways with the pan-
caspase inhibitor z-VAD-FMK produced no significant
protection against CPI-613-induced death. We therefore
exploited a simple dye uptake/nuclear morphology assay
to assess the cell death pathway executed by large
numbers of individual cells in treated populations.

Apoptotic cells have well-defined nuclear sub-inclusions
and characteristic plasma membrane blebbing (Fig. 6a;
Movie number 1 in Electronic supplementary material). In
contrast, non-apoptotic dying cells display uniform nuclear

Fig. 5 CPI-613 induces extensive post-translational modification of
PDH E1 and high PDK levels are essential to CPI-613 response. a
Shows two-dimensional Western analyses of extracts from H460 lung
cancer cells treated with CPI-613 or mock treated. b Shows enlarge-
ments of the E1α portions of paired two-dimensional blots of CPI-
613-treated and mock-treated samples (human breast cancer, SK-Br-3,
and normal human mammary epithelial cells, HMEC). Vertical white
lines indicate the position of the non-phosphorylated, enzymatically
active form of E1α. c Shows one-dimensional Western analysis of
CPI-613 induction of three specific lipoate-sensitive PDK-dependent
E1α phosphorylation events (samples as in panel a). d Shows ATP
levels in H460 cells processed as for the Western samples in panels a

and c. Levels were analyzed at treatment times indicated (treated) or
after an additional 3 h of recovery in drug-free medium (treated
(recovery)). e Shows results of simultaneous RNAi knockdowns of all
four PDKs in H460 cancer cells. At the left is Western analysis of the
normalized level of PDK protein reduction (PDK1=40% reduction;
PDK2=85%; PDK3=55%; PDK=75%). At the right is the effect of
these knockdowns on H460 cell death response to CPI-613 assayed
after 17 h of treatment with 200 μM drug. Transfection with PDK
RNAi's results in ca. 40% cell number reduction. The drug response is
normalized to the mock drug treated control. *** indicates p<0.001.
All results are representative of at least three independent experiments
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staining (Fig. 6a) accompanied by extrusion of large plasma
membrane projections (Movie number 2 in Electronic
supplementary material). CPI-613 induces apoptotic and
non-apoptotic cell death in both H460 carcinoma and Saos-2
sarcoma cell lines (Fig. 6b and c) resulting in death of all

cells. z-VAD-FMK efficiently suppresses apoptosis in both
cell lines. Moreover, under this suppression of apoptosis, all
CPI-613-treated cells still die, but do so exclusively by non-
apoptotic pathways (Fig. 6b and c).

CPI-613 has potent anticancer activity in human tumor
xenograft models

Figure 7 shows effects of CPI-613 in a nude mouse human
tumor xenograft model of a pancreatic tumor cell (BxPC-3)
and a non-small cell lung tumor cell (H460). Drug
treatment produces robust BxPC-3 tumor growth inhibition
(Fig. 7a). Moreover, all untreated tumor-bearing animals
expired within 3 months (Fig. 7b). In contrast, over 40% of
treated animals survived until the experiment was termi-
nated at over 8 months (259 days; Fig. 6c). A substantial
fraction of long-term mortality of the treated animals
resulted from euthanasia of individuals suffering from
ulceration of self-inflicted wounds (according to IACUC-
approved policies and protocols). This source of mortality
is characteristic of these immunocompromised animals and
was apparently unrelated to their xenografts. Collectively,
these observations indicate substantial long-term, post-
treatment suppression of this human pancreatic tumor in a
substantial fraction of CPI-613 treated animals.

Similarly, CPI-613 produced strong tumor growth inhi-
bition of H460 human non-small cell lung carcinoma at
10 mg/kg (Fig. 7c). The maximum tolerated dose in mice
for CPI-613 is ca.100 mg/kg under the conditions of this
study. Thus, CPI-613 shows strong anticancer activity at
well-tolerated doses.

Consistent with this low side-effect toxicity, extensive
toxicology and hematoxicity studies in large animal models
(performed under contract by Charles River Laboratories;
Wilmington, MA, USA) indicate that CPI-613 produces
little or no side-effect toxicity in expected therapeutic dose
ranges and is well tolerated even at very high doses
(manuscript in preparation; see Electronic supplementary
material for one representative example from this extensive
data set).

Discussion

Lipoate analog, CPI-613, severely disrupts tumor cell
mitochondrial metabolism as assessed by its impact on
ATP levels (Fig. 3a) and mitochondrial membrane potential
(Fig. 4) in pyruvate–glutamine medium. CPI-613 perturba-
tion of tumor cell mitochondrial metabolism includes
substantial inhibition of tumor PDH activity as assessed
by metabolic flux analysis (Fig. 3e) correlating with very
extensive regulatory phosphorylation of the E1α subunit
(Fig. 5a–c). Moreover, this phosphorylation is selective for

Fig. 6 CPI-613 induces both apoptotic and non-apoptotic cell death
in H460 human lung cancer and Saos-2 human sarcoma cells. a
Shows H460 cells treated with 240 μM CPI-613 for 22 h in glucose/
RPMI. Two cells are in the late stages of cell death (arrows). One of
the dying cells is undergoing apoptosis and the other non-apoptotic
death. Also see cell death movies in Electronic supplementary
material. b Shows representative nuclei from fields of H460 or Saos-2
cells treated with 240 μM CPI-613 for 24 h in the presence or absence
of the caspase/apoptosis inhibitor z-VAD-FMK. c Shows results of
quantification of apoptotic and non-apoptotic cell death induced by
CPI-613 treatment of H460 and Saos-2 cells in the presence and
absence of z-VAD-FMK as in panel b. Statistics in panel c reflect counts
from three independent experiments aggregated as described in
Electronic supplementary material
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tumor cell PDH (Fig. 5b) and includes high levels of
induction of the specific phospho-epitopes produced by the
lipoate-sensitive PDK kinases regulating PDH activity
(Fig. 5c). This population of PDK kinases is quantitatively
and possibly qualitatively remodeled in the course of
malignant transformation [7, 17–22]. RNAi knockdown of
the PDK population substantially protects H460 tumor cells
from CPI-613 killing (Fig. 5e) directly implicating these
kinases in the drug response.

The three other lipoate-dependent enzymes, all mito-
chondrial, may also be remodeled in their regulatory
response to lipoate in cancer cells. These may also represent
potential tumor-specific CPI-613 targets, an important
subject for future investigation.

CPI-613 induction of commitment to cell death follows
initial disruption of mitochondrial metabolism (Fig. 3a).
Moreover, the concomitant delay in CPI-613-induced
reduction in ATP levels and commitment to cell death in
the presence of glucose indicates that cell death induction

correlates intimately with drug effects on mitochondrial
metabolic status (Fig. 3a–c).

Most tumor cells substantially down-regulate fatty acid
oxidation, an alternative source of TCA acetyl-CoA [9].
Moreover, for glutaminolysis alone to fully maintain
mitochondrial metabolism depends on the anaplerotic
reaction of maleic enzyme (using glutaminolysis-derived
malate) to generate pyruvate which must reenter the TCA
cycle through PDH [9]. Thus, inhibition of PDH activity in
tumor cells could account, in part or entirely, for the profound
effects on mitochondrial energy metabolism we observe. In
view of the vital role of mitochondrial function in sustaining
cell survival, even in hypoxic, glycolytic solid tumor cells in
vivo, severe inhibition of mitochondrial metabolism is
expected to induce cancer cell death, as we observe.

Cancer cell death ensuing from CPI-613 treatment
results from the activation of apoptosis in a subset of cells
in the treated population and non-apoptotic death in the
remaining cells (Fig. 6). Moreover, inhibition of apoptosis

Fig. 7 CPI-613 is a potent inhibitor of human xenograft tumor
growth. a Shows a human pancreatic (BxPC-3) xenograft carrying
animal set injected once weekly with CPI-613 at 25 mg/kg or with the
vehicle control. After four treatments at 7-day intervals, dosing was
suspended and tumor residues were examined for regrowth for an
additional 21 days. b Shows long-term survival in BxPC-3 bearing
animals treated as in panel a. Animals were euthanized as prescribed
by IACUC regulations when tumor burden became large or when
animals showed signs of poor health for other reasons. c Shows H460

human lung tumor carrying animal sets injected with 10 mg/kg CPI-
613 once weekly (black circles), three times weekly (red triangles), or
five times weekly (blue triangles for vehicle treatment and green
squares for CPI-613 treatment). Statistics: #p≈0.00103 for differences
from the control at 37 days after initiation of treatment. *p≈0.000204,
0.000053, and 0.000087 for once weekly, thrice weekly, and five times
weekly dosing, respectively, for differences from the control at 30 days
after initiation of treatment
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in treated cell populations results in universal death by one
or more non-apoptotic pathways (Fig. 6). These observa-
tions indicate that CPI-613 induces multiple, redundant cell
death pathways in tested cancer cell lines. Further, CPI-613
is comparably effective in inducing cell death in all tested
cancer cells, irrespective of extensive, diverse genotypic
variation.

Collectively, our results indicate that the CPI-613
disrupts tumor cell mitochondrial metabolism. Moreover,
the unique and central role of lipoate in tumor-specific
metabolism suggests that these properties may have
significant clinical value. No other characterized agents
targeting cancer metabolism acts as we observe for CPI-613
[reviewed in 28, 29]. Note specifically that CPI-613 has
diametrically opposite effects from recently described
agents that attempt to undo cancer-specific PDH regulation
and thereby up-regulate PDH function in tumor cells,
including dichloroacetate and molecules antagonizing HIF
activation [30]; reviewed in [8]. In contrast, CPI-613 may
kill cancer cells by hyper-stimulation of, rather than
opposition to, tumor-specific PDH regulatory processes.

Apparently as a result of these novel properties, CPI-613
shows potent anticancer effects against a pancreatic and
non-small cell human tumor in in vivo xenograft models
(Fig. 7). These observations further indicate that CPI-613
has potentially useful new properties as an anticancer agent
attacking tumor cell-specific metabolism.
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